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9.01.10 
The mind-fucking man 

 
A mind-fucking man, even if he can explain you everything in detail, is no Man. 
Man is not to fuck around in the mind, He Fucks Woman – although not physically in 

the first place – or: He Penetrates Woman, if you prefer softer words, or: Pervades Her, if 
‘Penetrates’ is still too difficult to bear, too graphically expressed. Anyway, he doesn’t fuck 
his own mind. He doesn’t compete with other Male mind-fuckers who is the best mind-
fucker, whether spiri-fucker or matter-fucker. You fuck up your life if you keep on mind-
fucking without letting your Heart Bow for reality, your Body Sink in the Painfulness of this 
earthly realm. And it’s over before you know. 

Your mind-fucking is sublimed Anger or call it Force that you Need and that was 
‘Meant’ to be able to Penetrate Woman. And, sure, you Need some Force for That. But you 
let slip away this Anger into mind-games. It’s still the same anger – but now, as (a) Woman, 
you cover it up and call your arguments with which you fight reasonable, logic or even wise. 
In Fact though you’re just ordinarily fighting. As true mind-fucker, whether fighting in and 
with your own mind or fighting with others’ minds or mind-forms, you’re a fighter, as well. 
Even if you fight for peace in and with the mind. 

Be a Man finally and Admit. You love this Fight. It’s (Part of) your Nature, to Fight. 
Who has the best mind, who can show Woman the best mind of the world. Or do you really 
make yourself believe that you want to win just for yourself, for the kick of winning itself? Of 
course this is nonsense. You, Beyond yourself, Want to show Woman how good you are, how 
Conscious, how Man, to show Her you fuck the mind like no one can. 

In Africa (or in general in more Bodily oriented cultures) men rather try to impress 
women by convincing them that they are really good fuckers, in the physical sense. And if she 
doesn’t believe it, she can just try it out. In less bodily directed, more mind oriented cultures 
men impress women with their developed, sophisticated, intelligent mind. Or, in other words, 
in bodily cultures it is, generally speaking, ‘energy’ that is man’s weapon, in mind-cultures it 
is ‘consciousness’. Both are not True in and as themselves and even not at all. In Reality, Man 
is Vulnerable and a Mirror, Following Woman’s (Natural) Opening or Closing for Him. 

Listen, Man. Woman is, ultimately, not after your supposed wisdom. She misses 
something there, in your merely mind-fucking. You don’t Embody It, even not if you try to 
bodily make love to (a) Woman. In the what is called more primitive way of fucking, not 
mind-fucking but physically-energetically fucking, Woman misses something as well. In both 
cases, whether merely physical or mind-fucking, Woman’s Pain, that is Her Ego, stays firmly 
in place, unTouched, disRespectfully respected. 

In the End She’s after Your Heart – Wherein all faculties of life come together in and 
as One. 

There are no tricks in Giving Woman your Heart. You cannot convince Her. You just 
Allow yourself to Be Humbled by Woman’s Ego fucking you(r Heart) up here in this world, 
here on earth. To Feel, again and again, the very and Actual Pain of this, Brings you Down, 
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Finally, Slowly. A Heart That is Consciously Allowed to Be Humiliated, without resisting it 
to be so… Something Happens with It… 
 

If I, obviously on purpose formulated provocatively, say that ‘a True Man Fucks 
Woman’, this means in fact that He ‘Fucks’ Her unFaithfulness to Her Own Heart out of Her. 
In other words He Pierces Her Ego. 

And the term ‘Fucking’ is used, Freely, as a Statement. A Statement against man’s 
unFaithfulness to Woman in his always being fuckin’ reasonable, discussing reasonably, 
listening reasonably to Woman, writing reasonable articles or whatever, separate anyway 
from Feeling, from Down, from the Dark, from Woman. He’s merely trying to convince 
Woman, to seduce Her – as Woman, instead of Being Man, Already. He’s trying to make 
himself Whole by conquering Woman – which is Impossible – instead of Being Man, 
Already. 

Fuck the mind-fuckers! This is My Serious Statement – Coming Straight from the 
Heart instead of from the head or from the belly. 

Woman, if you manage not to vomit immediately, then look the mind-fucking man in 
the eye, Feel in your Body what happens if he’s trying to impress you with nothing, with 
supposed wisdom, with clever remarks, with humour – and act accordingly. Feel what he is 
unconsciously doing down: entering you, while distracting you, keeping you busy with 
sensible or funny mind-crap. See through the Lie that the mind as secret, sneaky impress-
fight-mechanism is. Feel, don’t think. If you start to think, you’re lost – instead of going 
where you think you’re going. Seduce and do not be seduced yourself, by mind or by 
whatever. ‘Your’ Body is intelligent, ‘your’ mind not. 

Only the Heart Itself Taking on Form is Good Enough for You. 
Mind-fucking packages itself as sensible, making sense, and you can refine it more 

and more and more and more and more and more and more, endless, limitless. As scientist 
you can do research on shit, go deeper and deeper in it, analysing more and more in detail the 
basic components of shit, the genes of the shit, all its properties in relation to the ones who eat 
it. You can study shit quarks fighting other quarks or living in a splendid harmonious 
structure together. But it’s still the same shit. Mind-fucking will never turn into gold. The pot 
of gold which it says it leads to and should lead to, never comes. Never. It’s not true from the 
beginning and something that’s unTrue from the start can never become True, suddenly, by 
miracle, by Grace or by stubbornly persisting in whatever fruitless activity in mind-fucking. 
The whole enterprise is hopeless from the beginning. A Lie can never become True. Never. 
You cannot alchemically or otherwise prepare it, transform it so that it finally turns into Truth. 
The Lie can be Seen to be Lie. That’s all. It can be Felt to be Painful for the Heart ‘and’ even 
for the Human Body. 

Eventually, or in Fact, you can’t fool Woman with your Lifeless mind-fuck games. 
Already Now you can’t fool Her, only She doesn’t Realize it yet, that She as Woman cannot 
and actually does not in Reality Receive the seemingly well intentioning mind fucking man. 

If you’re at least something of a Man, you Acknowledge this. You Feel, Know it’s 
True; you are in fact not Received by Her. And You Know that She cannot as long as your 
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switching from mind- to bodily fucking goes on, as long as you don’t Live as One Heart, in 
your head, in your prick, everywhere. 

Mind-fucking of Man is a sign of not being able (yet) to Vulnerably in Truth, 
Maturely and Effectively Deal with the, indeed huge, Female Force (seemingly) ruling here 
on earth, everywhere, wherever you go. Woman (Earth) Resists and Fights Man by Divine 
Nature, His Consciousness, His Oneness, His Heart That, if Allowed, would Smash and Crush 
and Kill Her beloved Ego. Nothing wrong with Nature. Only, if you as Man do not Fight 
Back you become a mind, a walking mind that seems to make sense. But it’s totally gone 
from the Earth, from Woman. It shouts from the sidelines, from the spiri-side or from the 
matter-side, no matter. Man, mind-fucking man, Listen to My Heart: Woman and also Your 
Own Nature Want and Always Constantly Ask you to Fight Back, to not let yourself be 
chased away from the Earth. You Need to Be Constantly in this Fight even and you are in 
fact, only not Consciously. The Inherently Deluding Mind makes you believe that you 
manage, you’re all right, in peace even. Look Deeper, just Look Downer, further Down. Your 
head functions differently and separately from your Body. Woman registers this, infallibly, 
even though not Consciously. And because of the latter it can go on and on and on, surely 
because it’s so fuckin’ safe for Woman, your separation from Her, your mind fucking her, 
your bullshitting her, with truth or other nonsense. No danger at all for the Ego. Just safe 
mind-fights. 

But Man, if you start to be Honest to Woman, Beyond the seemingly safe mind world, 
if you say to Her that, to be honest, you like to fuck all the women in the world or maybe half, 
still a lot, and a great part of it ‘even’ physically, that in Truth she’s not your only darling and 
she will never be, if you show Her the Lie of Her romantic dream world, then you’re in 
trouble, to put it euphemistically. She’d leave you. So you don’t tell. You smile. You keep 
your Male Force suppressed. You think: better one fuck for sure than ten unsure and in 
practice maybe none if your true ‘bad’ nature is revealed. You choose for peace. So-called. In 
reality there is no peace. There is Lie. You choose for games, for not telling the truth. If you 
hold back, if you are not Aware of the Male Force in and as You, you go to the mind, to 
control, to (try to) rule from there, as a dictator separate from Real Life. Exercising this Life-
killing control doesn’t mean, by the way, that you wouldn’t unconsciously be lived by Lower 
Forces, Dark, Down, Deeper than a bit of veneer of the mind. The mind is used to fool. It is in 
service of the Lower Natural Dark Forces, in service of money, food, safety, power, sex, 
reproduction. 

Not only this for Man basic and difficult to manifest subject – strategically not being 
Honest to Woman – shoots you to the mind if indeed as usual you let your Heart of Truth be 
snowed under in it, if you bow for Woman’s seduction to (silently or even with words) 
confirm her sweet unRealistic dreams, convicted then as you are to live a life of safe mind-
fucking. No, in all subjects, faculties and levels and spheres of Life you are, Already, in 
Reality, in a Fight: as Man, Male Force, there is this Down Going Force and if your Heart is 
Open and Here, you can’t deny to be all the time in a Fight with the Female Upgoing Force. 

Mind fucking is no solution at all to this Fight. The Fight Must Be Fought. On Earth. 
Submitting to Woman(’s Upgoing Force) and Functioning as a mind who thinks to Know and 
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tries to show it knows, is not Serving Woman, not at all. It is not Serving Man either – only 
already for the Fact that Serving Man and Woman Takes the Same Course, Is the Same in the 
End. 

Basically, mind-fucking ‘should’ simply be Seen, just for what it is, mind-fucking, a 
(sustained) egoic reaction (instead of Male Mature Conscious Heart-Bodily Response) to 
Resistance to Man, Resistance to Truth, to the Heart – Resistance yes, as this Heart of Man 
seems to go against Woman’s normal interests, which is not unTrue. It ‘should’ be Felt, how 
you ‘and’ your Body get fucked up by this reaction, this common mind-fucking. It’s painful. 
It is not something neutral. Every parking place is creating Pain by lack of Feeling Pain. 

So, we have the weird paradoxical situation that the mind thinks it’s intelligent, 
Conscious even, whereas it exists at all (or at least is very active) because of not Consciously 
Feeling, not being Aware of what’s going on in fact, because of an unconscious reaction to 
and bowing for Woman’s Power of Her Upgoing-Force. It thinks it is the boss up there, in its 
lonely tower, but it’s totally Powerless, helpless (and for Woman even pitiful or disgusting) in 
its disconnectedness from (Manifest) Reality. 

The mind cannot bow. It cannot. It always knows better, It always sees other sides. 
Even if Truth would Stand Straight before it it looks the other way or it tries to look behind it, 
to see if there’s maybe more or if there’s a snag somewhere. It never Knows. It cannot Know. 
It is Blind – Structurally, Inherently, Always, not only now and then. When the mind is Seen, 
one starts, even immediately, to Feel, to be conscious, on earth, in and as the Body. Inevitably 
one starts to Feel Pain then: discomfort, sickness, nausea, blocked energies, cramp, shooting 
pains, anger, sadness, craziness, tiredness, whatever form the Pain takes any moment. Only if 
and when Man is Ready, Willing to, finally, Feel all this in and as His own Body, He can 
Finally Understand, See-Feel Woman, the Earth, how and why She and it function as She and 
it do. 

The mind cannot think about all this. The Heart Does it or it won’t be Done. 
The mind would ask now: but how to overcome the mind? 
Stupid question. 


